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Fresh Approach:
Creating the RFP that
Reflects Your Needs
INTRODUCTION

OUT WITH THE OLD

The effective procurement and management
of commercial cleaning services begins with
a structured and detailed approach to the
Request for Proposal (RFP) process. Motivations
behind RFPs may vary – garnering cost savings,
dissatisfaction with existing services or service
comparisons perhaps – but the required
outcomes remain constant across all sites. The
best clean, delivered by the best people and
processes for the best value.

Tempting as it may seem to dust off the old
document you used for the last round of
RFPs, simply copying and pasting old specs
from a previous iteration invariably leads to
disappointing outcomes. You wouldn’t judge
a new computer operating system by the
parameters set out three years ago – things
evolve, improve and change constantly. The same
holds true for the cleaning industry – certification
programs are now prevalent, real-time
service reporting has been enabled by mobile
technology and green cleaning has moved way
beyond simply swapping out chemicals for their
environmentally friendly counterparts.
In fact, the cleaning process itself has changed.
For example, ‘wax’ is now ‘finish’ or ‘refinish’ and
the improvements in cleaning technology means
that the old timescales rarely apply to this process
as they are no longer required so often. List
outdated requirements in your RFP and you could
end up paying for work you don’t need.

Like for Like:
Ensuring Consistent
Contractor Comparions

KNOW YOUR SITE
The more detail you can give about your site
or sites, the more accurate the responses you’ll
receive, making it easier for you to make an
apples to apples comparison. Build potential
contractor walk throughs into your process – be
transparent about existing services, chemicals
used, cleanliness. Know your exact square
footage, flooring surfaces and types of supplies.
Supply floor plans where available.
Be sure to agree on quality. Tissue, soap and
towels are a major expense in cleaning services
and can be an area where disappointment and
misunderstanding can ensue if the expected
quality isn’t outlined beforehand.

Be specific. ‘As needed’ or ‘as required’ should
be avoided in your RFP as it will lead to ambiguity
and inconsistencies in pricing that you may end
up paying more for in the future. Work with
your existing contractor to fully outline the exact
services you are currently receiving. Many vendors
will include added-value items into their job
assignments which you may not be paying for.
These must be documented to ensure you have
created an in-depth scope of work to quote on
from the outset.
Some contractors will provide certified quality and
assurance inspections as a precursor to a RFP, as
well as stand-alone service to help you evaluate
the cleanliness of your facility. Judge the way
in which a vendor aproaches this aspect of the
process as it is generally a precursor to how they
will deliver the scope of work.

Tailored Fit:
Creating Clear Lines
of Differentiation

KNOW YOUR SECTOR
You don’t want an off-the-shelf solution for your
site, so don’t create an off-the-shelf RFP. Think
about the issues that are singular to you and
your sector. For example, security in schools is
paramount, as is seasonality to cinemas and
the retail sectors. Automotive may focus on
improving CSI scores while hospitality & leisure
clients demand a clinical clean of sensitive
‘hotspot’ areas.
Get prospective contractors to qualify the ways in
which they understand your sector-specific needs
and look for experience through relevant case
studies and examples. You want a partner, not
a drain on your time and resources – the right
provider will not only hit the ground running,
but will bring their experience of implementing
successful solutions for other similar clients into
your site.

The Right Price:
Finding the Value
behind the Bottom
Line
COST VS VALUE
For Facility Managers battling with the realities
of ‘do more for less’, cleaning often ranks as
the biggest line item cost in a facility’s budget.
As such, getting the cheapest price possible is
extremely important. Returning to the apples to
apples analogy, a detailed RFP will enable you
to garner the price comparisons you need which
is great.
However, an RFP that seeks to find the value
in a service will inevitably save time through
streamlined proceses, increase customer
satisfaction and deliver tanbible operational
efficiencies. There are many facets to judging
value, such as contractor’s ability to meet delivery
and billing deadlines, financial stability, the
product’s expected life, service and repair cycle,
as well as regular staff training.

“The facility management
profession has been trying to
elevate their work and look at it
with a more strategic perspective
— it’s not just about how to
manage costs but how to add
value to (client) organizations.”
Jim Whittaker, board chairman for International
Facility Management Association (IFMA)

A recent survey by CleanLink gives a good
indication that Facility Managers feel quality
trumps cut-price every time. For example, more
facility managers recognize the importance
of knowing who is cleaning their buildings.
Respondents respected companies that had
a low turnover of staff and whose janitors
wore professional uniforms and identification
badges. About 63 percent of Facility Managers
say they are more likely to hire a contractor
who has industry certification, such as EcoLogo
(environmental leadership). In addition, more
Facility Managers are willing to pay a higher
price for cleaning if services are consistent
and they don’t receive complaints from
building occupants.
By building these criteria into your detailed RFP
you will gain a deeper understanding of the true
value of the services you will receive.

“Price is always a consideration
when we are evaluating a
contract, but it is never our end
all. Generally, a low bidder gets
thrown out right away. We don’t
want substandard service.”
Senior Property Manager, Technology Retailer,
Toronto, ON

Checklist:
The RFP Hotspots
You Need to Hit

VENDOR VETTING
Here’s a round up of the key points to include in
your RFP to ensure you garner the right responses
when vendor vetting.
TECHNOLOGY
Facility Managers working with partners
who have proprietary software and tech
solutions have much to gain: streamlined
processes, opportunities for real-time data
collection and analysis, invoice management
and interconnectivity with other systems and
departments in the organization. Ask about
implementation and expected time benefits as
well as examples of the solution in action.
QUALITY ASSURANCE
What programs will be put in place to ensure
service excellence across the scope of work. While
certain aspects may be covered by the technology
question above, it is critical that inspections,
accountability and lines of communication are
covered in detail.
SECTOR EXPERTISE
It is imperative that your vendor shows a
thorough understanding of your site and the
industry in which you operate. And proves it.
Case studies and outcomes are mandatory.
RESOURCES
What training will be offered / needed. Is it
documented and accessible. If you expand, can
capacity be increased to accommodate your
needs.
EMPLOYEE STATUS
Are employees on the payroll or self-employed?
Screening and background checks are critically
important in certain sectors, as are staff turnover
rates and loyalty programs.



Checklist:
The RFP Hotspots
You Need to Hit

REPUTATION
In this industry, you’re only as good as your
last clean. Seek and validate references. Talk to
references about their experiences and undertake
visits to existing sites if possible.
THE VALUE OF VALUES
Think about the cultural fit. Does the company
have a clear set of demonstrable values that align
with your organization. Ask for examples of how
they live their values.
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Modern ‘green thinking’ goes way beyond the
swapping out of existing chemicals for their
environmentally friendly counterparts. Ask
vendors to outline their sustainability programs,
recommendations and cost / time savings.
PRICE
Price is critical – but ensure you receive the
correct price by outlining exactly what you expect
to receive. For example, work with your existing
contractor to ensure you have the exact supplies
(tissues, soap etc.) used currently to achieve a like
for like outcome.
SITE VISITS
Ensure you build in the required time to allow for
mandatory site visits. Give contractors as much
information about the site as possible. Floor plans
are very useful. Know your square footage, types
of floors etc.
INSURANCES
Ask for proof of liability and workers
compensation documents.
CERTIFICATIONS
Cleaning companies have to meet stringent
criteria to gain accreditations like EcoLogo’s
Partner in Environmental Leadership, which in
turn gives you added confidence when assessing
their responses to specific questions.
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Brilliant starts here:
Talk to us about how we can improve your facility
management services. Let’s start a conversation about:
•
•
•
•

Maximizing your maintenance dollar
Building close personal relationships with a constant
team of individuals who are aligned with your values
How CleanSmart technology can simplify and
optimize your operations, auditing and reporting
The advantage of working with a supplier who has a
national presence, but a localized delivery model

e: brilliantoptions@cleanmark.com
www.cleanmark.com

